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Abstra t

In the past years there is an in reasing interest in analysing PLC appli ations with
formal methods. The rst step to this end is to get formal models of PLC appli ations.
Meanwhile, various models for PLCs have already been introdu ed in the literature.
In our paper we dis uss several lassi ation riteria that hara terise di erent ways of
modelling. The riteria in lude the PLC exe ution me hanism, the treatment of time
and language fragments used. We try to motivate by examples whi h models are useful
for whi h lass of appli ations. Finally, we brie y re e t on a number of models from
the literature a ording to the riteria dis ussed.

1 Motivation
Programmable Logi Controllers (PLCs) are applied to a wide range of ontrol tasks, from
industrial plants to toys, from milking ma hines to storm surge barriers, from elevators to
household applian es. Many of their appli ations are safety riti al, su h as traÆ ontrol
systems or hemi al plants, or in an e onomi al sense riti al, where osts qui kly get out of
hand, e.g. for shutting down a fa tory, or repli ation of a bug in many thousands of opies
of a ar- ontroller.
In general, our s ienti goal is to provide methods and tools that support e e tive veri ation of PLC appli ations. A rst step here is nding suitable models for PLC programs
and ontrolled environments that allow for formal reasoning.
Initially, PLCs were hara terised by a very simple ar hite ture and program exe ution
me hanism. Nowadays, all kinds of \modern" features like multitasking and interrupts
et ., an also be found in PLCs. Su h features in rease omplexity of a formal treatment.
Moreover, in most ases programs have to be written in one of the languages of the standard
IEC 1131-3 [15℄. From a theoreti al point of view these languages su er from ambiguities,
ad-ho features, and a la k of semanti s (see also [20℄, [26℄, [6℄). Under these onditions,
when trying to nd formal models it is ru ial to hoose the simplest exe ution me hanism
and language fragment that are suÆ ient for the appli ation in mind very arefully.
We try to lassify PLC models following a few riteria that ontrast PLC appli ations
from usual IT appli ations: the exe ution me hanism, the use of timers, and programming
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language fragments. The usefulness of the riteria is shown by examples of a number of PLC
appli ations.
Our goal is to obtain a lassi ation of PLC appli ations. For ea h lass of appli ations it
is desirable to nd the best model, meaning the model where most eÆ ient tool support for
formal analysis is available.
After an introdu tion to PLCs we dis uss riteria that distinguish PLC models and give
examples for lasses of appli ations that an be modelled. Finally, we review some papers
with respe t to the riteria des ribed.

2 Programmable Logi Controllers
The hardware of a PLC (see gure 1) onsists of a CPU that is mi ropro essor based, a
memory, input- and output-points where signals an be re eived, e.g. from swit hes and
sensors, and sent to a tuators, e.g. to motors or valves.
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Figure 1: Ar hite ture of Programmable Logi Controller
Usually, a PLC is equipped with an operating system that allows to load and run programs
and perform self- he ks. Programs for PLCs are developed and ompiled on external devi es.
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Figure 2: Exe ution Mode of a Programmable Logi Controller
The main di eren e to onventional systems is the operation mode illustrated in gure 2:
PLC programs are exe uted in a permanent loop. In ea h iteration of the loop, ommonly
alled a s an y le, input is read, the program omputes a new internal state and output, and
the output is updated. There exists an upper time bound for ea h y le, whi h typi ally is in
the order of milli-se onds and depends on the size of the program. It is this y li behaviour
that makes PLCs suitable for ontrol tasks and intera tion with a ontinuous environment.
In this paper, when speaking about one program exe ution we subsume the initial i/o-phase,
if not stated otherwise.
There exist di erent programming languages for PLCs. They have been designed with a
main emphasis on appli ability, ea h intended for a spe i appli ation domain, and based on
the ba kground of the ontrol engineers who use them. One example is Ladder Diagrams,
whi h are still being heavily used, and losely resemble the diagrams of traditional relay
logi . From a omputer s ien e perspe tive some of these programming languages lag behind
several generations of development in programming methodology.
In order to a hieve more onformity of the di erent PLC programming languages the standard IEC 1131-3 [15℄ was developed. However, it provides no formal semanti s, whi h makes
pre ise reasoning impossible.
It is to be expe ted that in several appli ation areas PLCs will be repla ed by PCs in the
future. However, the main prin iples su h as a y li operation mode and the use of timers
will be maintained. Therefore, onsiderations about PLCs in fa t apply to a larger lass of
systems, whi h we all polling real-time systems.

3 Classi ation of PLC Models
We dis uss three, orthogonal riteria:
1. to what extent and how the y li operation mode is modelled;
2. the use of timers;
3. programming language fragments.
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We hara terise the resulting lasses and give examples.
Of ourse, there are more lassi ation riteria for models and appli ations: e.g. the desired
orre tness property plays a role; if only safety, but no real-time aspe ts are relevant then
there is no need for a real-time model.
3.1

Modelling the s an

y le

The rst riterion is to what extent the s an y les are modelled. In general, a program
on a PLC is exe uted y li ally as des ribed in se tion 2. However, when doing only stati
program analysis the y li al exe ution is not of interest: models have to take only a single
program exe ution into a ount. They are dis ussed in se tion 3.1.1. The most \realisti "
way of modelling PLCs is to build the y li al exe ution into the model equipped with some
real-time information about the duration of ea h y le. This possibility is dis ussed in 3.1.2
as expli it s an y les. In some ases, the pre ise duration of a s an y le is not of interest,
but the y li behaviour is. In that ase, the real-time information of 3.1.2 is not ne essary.
This will be dis ussed in se tion 3.1.3 as impli it s an y les. Finally, when the environment
is mu h slower than the s an y le length we an use models where program exe ution is
instantaneously. This is dis ussed in se tion 3.1.4 as abstra ting from s an y les.
In general, PLCs are embedded systems, and orre tness of su h systems on erns the intera tion between a ontroller and its environment. Therefore, a omposition of two models
has to be analysed: one models the PLC with its program and one models the environment.
The di erent ways of modelling s an y les hara terise the abstra tion levelsaton whi h
environment and PLC are omposed.1
3.1.1

Models without s an

y le

Program models that do not onsider the s an y le are mainly intended for stati program analysis. They are not omposed together with an environment model. Typi ally,
the models do not in lude real time. The properties that an be investigated based on
su h models are, e.g., data-independen e between parallel omponents, safe stru ture of
programs, unrea hable ode, et . Moreover, it an be he ked whether a program onforms
to some programming guidelines. It is reasonable to restri t formal analysis only to wellonstru ted programs, i.e. not every synta i ally orre t program, but programs using a
ertain programming dis ipline.
3.1.2

Models with expli it s an

y le

Usually, for ea h program exe ution there are a lower and an upper time bound. The lower
time bound results from the time needed for update of input and output and the self- he ks
of the operation system. The upper time bound depends on the longest exe ution path in
the program. Under these assumptions it is important that we do not onsider interrupts:
they make it diÆ ult to predi t the duration of a s an y le.
Modelling the s an y le expli itly means that in the model ea h s an y le is for ed to take
time that is between the lower and upper time bound. It is even more pre ise to assign a
1 From another point of view, it also des ribes the underlying data- ow model, whi h may be dis rete or
ontinuous.
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duration to ea h instru tion of the program. Short exe ution paths are then modelled with
short exe ution times and long exe ution paths with long times. The set of timed exe utions
is restri ted in omparison to the lower and upper bound approa h. Clearly, all the models
used here must have the possibility to express real-time properties.
In general, su h models are very lose to \reality". They are useful, when pre ise timing
behaviour is relevant. An example of this is asyn hronous ommuni ation, where one PLC
sends a signal that has to be read by another PLC. The sending PLC must take are that
the signal is stable long enough to be read by the re eiving PLC. For the sending PLC, the
lower time bound is relevant, and for the re eiving its upper time bound of the s an y le
length. Of ourse, two di erent PLCs have independent s an y les.
Another possible use of su h a model is a pre ise analysis of delays that are aused by the
y li operation mode. For example, for a very simple program imitating a kit hen alarm,
that ideally is started at some point (input rises) and should ring (output rises) after the
spe i ed alarm time. The analysis of the timing behaviour in su h a model of a PLC showed
that in the worst ase there are 5 s an y les in addition to the alarm time [19℄.
For some examples (as in the asyn hronous ommuni ation example above) this may be
relevant. For other examples, delays of this magnitude an easily be abstra ted away. In any
ase, when abstra ting from su h delays, one has to give arguments why this is reasonable.
The basis of su h an argument must be the order of magnitude of time delays of the PLC
ompared to that of the timing requirements of the ontrolled environment.
In this sense a model with expli it s an y le also an be useful as a referen e point for less
re ned models.
3.1.3

Models with impli it s an

y le

By an impli it s an y le we mean that the y li al behaviour is modelled, but the duration
of ea h s an y le is not onsidered.
We onsider the following examples:
1. For older PLCs it is the ase that ea h program exe ution takes exa tly the same
time. There is a program memory for a xed number of instru tions that are all
exe uted in ea h s an y le. For shorter programs the remaining spa e is lled with
skip-instru tions.
2. In modern PLCs a similar behaviour an be found: an alternative program exe ution
mode to the y li al one as des ribed above is a periodi al exe ution mode. There, the
program exe ution is started periodi ally with xed time intervals (where the interval
should be longer than one program exe ution).
3. For some appli ations only worst- ase behaviour is relevant, in the sense that only
maximal delays ould do harm. The worst ase assumption is then that ea h s an
y le takes maximal time. The analysis of the worst ase then an be done on a model
with xed s an y le time of maximal length.
4. A typi al operation mode of PLCs is that there are several programs running in parallel on one PLC. In this ase the exe ution me hanism of the parallel programs is
syn hronous, i.e. in ea h s an y le ea h program is exe uted on e. For the analysis
5

of the behaviour of the syn hronous exe ution the length of ea h s an y le is irrelevant. Certainly, syn hronous model approa hes are well suited to analyse this kind of
appli ations.
For these examples the impli it-s an assumption an be applied only if the program exe ution
is onsidered alone without ombining it with an environment model. If the behaviour of
PLC and environment has to be analysed, then the environment model has to ontain an
expli it lo k ti k at whi h it syn hronises with the program. For examples (1)-(3) above
this lo k ti k is in xed time intervals, in ase (4) the time between lo k ti k may possibly
vary.
3.1.4

Models that abstra t from s an

y les

By abstra ting from s an y les we mean that in a model /o-phase and program exe ution
take pla e in zero time. With this assumption in fa t time- ontinuous ontrollers2 are modelled, as represented, e.g., by the \old" hard-wired ontrollers. PLCs are an approximation
of time- ontinuous ontrollers.
Many appli ations are \slow" in omparison to the PLC y le time; the environment annot
distinguish between an ideal, time- ontinuous ontroller and a PLC with its s an y les. In
these ases we an model the PLC by the ideal time- ontinuous ontroller that it should
approximate.
The appli ations we onsider are, e.g., in hemi al industry. There, delays resulting from
the y li al program exe ution mode are not relevant: if a solution has rea hed the orre t temperature, it does not make a real di eren e whether the heater is swit hed o 15
millise onds earlier or later; the environment is very slow in omparison to the ontrolling
PLC.
In su h ases we an abstra t from the s an y le time, meaning that in a model a PLC
s an y le an be assumed to be exe uted instantaneously, i.e. with exe ution time zero.
Without further assumptions zero exe ution time would allow for Zeno-behaviour, i.e. innitely many program exe utions within a xed time interval. There are several possibilities
for solving this problem:
1. Programs are exe uted in ertain time intervals, possibly of variable length. The
resulting models are then similar to the ones of se tions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. One di eren e
appears in ombination with timers: a timer an give a timeout between the start of
a program exe ution and termination, whi h ould give some behaviour that annot
be modelled with the zero exe ution time assumption.
2. Another possibility is to exe ute a program every time when the environment hanges
the input signals, or more pre isely when a hange in the input is observable for the
PLC. In this ase the non-Zeno-ness of the environment guarantees the non-Zeno-ness
of program exe ution. For this approa h timer onstru tions have to be onsidered
arefully: also a (possible) timeout has to enfor e a program exe ution. It is the ase
that not the full set of PLC programs an be modelled by this approa h: programs
2 We hose the name time- ontinuous ontroller to ontrast with what ontrol-theorists de ne as ontinuous ontrollers. We rather mean the opposite of what ontrol-theorists understand by dis rete ontrollers.
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that an produ e di erent outputs for two subsequent alls with same input annot
be modelled.
3. Examples from hemi al plant ontrol provide the following observation: after swit hing on some a tuator (e.g. opening a valve) the program often simply waits until the
sensor data tell that the environment rea hed a new state (e.g. tank is full). During
the waiting time the program only he ks that the onditions for ontinuation are
not yet satis ed and therefore output remains un hanged. In su h a ase a program
exe ution is only ne essary if the environment hanges in a way that the onditions
for program ontinuation are satis ed.
3.2

Use of Timers

There are models that allow to model timers, many of the models do not. Basi ally, there
are two reasons to use timers. They an be hara terised as follows.
1. The duration of an output signal is ontrolled, i.e. an output signal has to be stable
for a ertain time. The easiest example here is a ashing signal indi ating a riti al
pro ess for human users.
2. A timer as a substitute for in omplete knowledge of the environment, su h as ould be
provided by extra sensors. I.e., a timer substitutes an input signal. This is ertainly
the most important use of timers. E.g., in a hemi al plant a valve is opened and the
pro ess ontinues after the subsequent tank is full; either a sensor an indi ate that
the tank is full ( losed loop ontrol) or experien e tells that after a some time the
tank is ertainly full and the pro ess just waits for that time before it ontinues (open
loop ontrol). In this sense a lling level sensor an be substituted by a timer. This
solution is often hosen, when sensors are too expensive or not available. (Note that
this observation is also appli able for other ases: also in proto ols time-outs substitute
the knowledge that e.g. the ommuni ation partner has not re eived a message.)
For both lasses there are appli ations where the use of timers an be avoided. In the rst
ase it might be suÆ ient to ount s an y les and multiply them by the lower y le time
bound 3 . In the se ond ase the ontrolled environment may be fully equipped with sensors
and timers are not needed 4 .
It is obvious that models not treating timers an be useful for a big lass of appli ations.
Furthermore, the intended orre tness properties are also relevant: many properties are
time-independent.
3.3
3.3.1

Language Fragments
Booleans and Integers vs. Reals

In the PLC languages of the standard types as Booleans, Integers and Reals are available.
For many ontrol tasks Reals are not ne essary: if some sensor data rea h a threshold then
3 Note that this
4 However, they

data.

ollides with the approa h of se tion 3.1.4.
an be useful for error dete tion, when omparing expe ted pro essing time and sensor
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some a tuators are set on or o . Moreover, real number omputations often ost mu h time
and there is a trend to remove ostly real number omputations from a PLC to a PC (that
ommuni ates with the PLC) in order to keep the s an y le within predi table bounds.
Therefore it is reasonable to investigate the lass of programs, where the basi data-types
are Booleans (and Integers).
3.3.2

Languages of the Standard

Here, we brie y omment on the languages of the standard [15℄. For riti al dis ussions we
also refer to [20℄, [26℄, and [6℄.
PLCs are built by many di erent manufa turers. Many of them used to de ne their own
programming languages. The intention of the standard was to bring onformity in the
onfusing variety of languages. The standard ontains ve di erent languages:
 Instru tion List (IL), an assembly-like language,
 Stru tured Text (ST), whi h is similar to Pas al,
 Ladder Diagrams (LD), a graphi al language for Relay Ladder Logi , that, in the rst

pla e, is a notation for Boolean expressions,

 Fun tion Blo k Diagrams (FBD), a graphi al language, representing the data- ow

des ribed,

 Sequential Fun tion Charts (SFC), whi h is a meta-language that allows to put a

Petri-Net related stru ture on top of one of the other languages. It is inspired by the
Fren h formalism Graf et.

Beside providing onformity, a standard should also be a epted by a large number of manufa turers. This happens only, if the step between their traditional programming environments and the ones provided by the standard is not too big. Therefore, the standard has
also a olle ting fun tion. A sensible restri tion of language onstru ts and a sharp de nition of semanti s of the languages would simply throw several brands out of the game.
As a onsequen e, these topi s are not addressed by the standard on purpose. However,
this reates bad onditions for a formal treatment of the languages. From the theoreti ians'
point of view the languages (to di erent extent) are overloaded with onstru tions that are
not at all ne essary for expressiveness. Instead, some of them introdu e non-trivial semanti
ambiguities. On the other hand, there is a pre ise, but un-implementable semanti s. An
example are the timers: there is a pre ise de nition based on a ontinuous data- ow model.
It annot and does not translate to any implementation as spe i ed, be ause every PLC only
approximates a ontinuous ontrol.
In this situation our on lusions are:
 It does not make sense to give semanti s to a full language.
 When trying to formally analyse PLC programs then it is essential to arefully sele t

the fragments of languages that are treated.
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 It is useful to develop programming guidelines and a programming dis ipline, that

restri t the lass of programs that should be veri ed. Even in a de ned language fragment it is not desirable to be able to verify every thinkable (and possibly unstru tured)
program.

 Programming methodologies are useful for program development that supports veri -

ation.

However, when onsidering only language fragments, this should be in the rst pla e horizontal restri tion. What is ertainly ne essary, is to integrate di erent languages into one
formal approa h: many PLC programs are (and have to be) written in more than one language. In a typi al ase, a program stru ture is given in SFC, the transition onditions are
Boolean expressions written in ST, and the a tions atta hed to ea h step may be in IL.
3.3.3

Feature Fragments

Initially, PLCs were hara terised by a very easy and also stable operation mode, as des ribed
in se tion 2. Nowadays, all sorts of modern features also an be found in PLCs: multitasking, interrupts and event-handling, wat hdogs, various exe ution modes and more. From
the theoreti al point of view, these features in rease omplexity in a way that makes formal
analysis diÆ ult. The natural onsequen e is to restri t the appli ations to those not making
use of \ ompli ated" features. E.g., a non-restri ted number of interrupts an in rease the
s an- y le length in a way that the y le length gets unpredi table. In extreme ases they
an lead to an alarm of a wat hdog leading to other interrupts, whi h altogether makes the
orre t behaviour of the ontroller diÆ ult to guarantee.
On the other hand, there may be ases,where interrupts are ne essary: e.g. the unfolding of
the air-bag in a ar has to happen as soon as possible, without delay of even one s an y le.
In su h a ase interrupts are ertainly sensible, and an be treated formally, if we allow only
for a restri ted number of interrupts within one s an y le.
Therefore, in order to ontribute to real appli ations also more omplex features have to
be investigated. Here, the same holds as for the programming languages: the features used
should be well- hosen and restri ted in their appli ation. Furthermore, it would be useful
to hara terise the kind of restri tion that still allows for formal treatment.

4 Existing Models
The intention of this se tion is to look loser at some PLC models published, omparing
them with the riteria above, and see what tools are available to support veri ation. This
survey does not in any sense pretend to be omplete, but is hopefully useful as a guide to
present approa hes. The order of the list is insigni ant. A di erent survey an be found in
[23℄.
 In [19℄ a timed automaton semanti s is given to Instru tion List. The language frag-

ment does not ontain fun tion and fun tion blo k alls. Timers, i.e. of type TON,
an be modelled. Variables are restri ted to Booleans. The s an y le is modelled
expli itly, with lower and upper time bound.
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Based on this work a tool was developed whi h is des ribed in [29℄. It translates IL
programs to timed automata. The IL programs onsidered there also allow integers as
variable types. The resulting timed automata are represented in the format as used
by the model he ker UPPAAL [4℄. The environment also has to be modelled as timed
automaton syn hronising with the automaton modelling the PLC on input and output
variables. For model he king UPPAAL is used.
The tool allows also for minimisation of the timed automata. The minimisation is
done with help of the tool CAESAR/ALDEBARAN [1℄ on a LOTOS representation.
There are two exe ution me hanisms treated: y li al exe ution with time intervals of
variable length (as in 3.1.2) and instantaneous exe ution when input signals (or timer
output) hange (as in 3.1.4.2).
 In [7℄ the lass of models used is ondition/event-systems (in luding real-time). The

programs that an be modelled are in a fragment of Instru tion List without jumps.
Data-types are restri ted to Booleans. Timers of all three types an be modelled,
under the assumption that timers are started only at the beginning of a program,
resulting in a model similar to those of se tion 3.1.4.1. The s an y le is modelled
expli itly, but with onstant y le length. The environment is also modelled as a
ondition/event-system. The veri ation of the whole system an be done with help
of the tool VERDICT [16℄. VERDICT provides an interfa e to already available
veri ation tools, su h as KRONOS [22℄ and HyTe h [14℄ and SMV [3℄.
In [8℄ this work is extended by in luding also jumps and a representation of s an y les
that allow for variable y le length. There is a duration assigned to ea h instru tion
and the duration of a s an results from the durations of all the instru tions exe uted
in this parti ular program exe ution.

 In [13℄ programs of a fragment of Instru tion List are modelled as Petri Nets. The

fragment in ludes the standard set of instru tions without ommands from libraries.
Possible data stru tures are what is expressible within a 8-bit word. The y li exe ution mode of the program is modelled in the way in whi h the Petri nets representing
the environment and the program are omposed into one net. Real-time, however, is
not represented in the model. The properties that an be veri ed are those expressible
in CTL. Veri ation tools used are PEP [2℄ and SMV [3℄.

 Also [12℄ deals with Instru tion List programs. The models are Net Condition/Event

systems extended by time. There is an expli it s an y le onsidered with lower and
upper time bounds. The data stru ture available seems to be Booleans. Instru tion
exe ution is modeled by a sequen e of transitions, whi h suggests that bran hing is
not onsidered (whi h should not at all be a problem in this way of modelling). Furthermore, the only instru tions mentioned in the paper are LD(N), AND, OR and
ST. Timers, as e.g. TON, an be modelled. However, it is not ompletely lear how
the timer model is related to a timer all in an IL program. The onne tion with an
environment model should not be diÆ ult, but is not dis ussed in the paper. There is
a tool automati ally translating IL programs to timed Net Condition/Event systems.

 In [18℄ Sequential Fun tion Chart programs are modelled. The models are des ribed

as timed automata. They abstra t from s an y les, meaning that a hange in the
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environment auses an instantaneous rea tion of the program. The use of timers
is restri ted to a spe ial ase: with a tivation of ea h step an asso iated timer is
started and transitions between steps may depend on these timers. The data types are
restri ted to Booleans. It is not dis ussed how integration with other PLC languages
(as required with SCFs) should be performed. There exists a ompiler from SFC
programs to timed automata and the veri ation is done with KRONOS [22℄.
 The goal of [10℄ is the derivation of orre t PLC programs. Spe i ations are written in

a subset of Duration Cal ulus. They an be transformed to a graphi al representation,
that is alled \PLC-automata" [9℄. From PLC-automata programs in the language
Stru tured Text an be automati ally derived. Moreover, PLC-automata have an
intuitive operational meaning and an be used for spe i ation in pla e of Duration
Cal ulus.
Basi ally, PLC-automata are based on a Duration Cal ulus semanti s. In [11℄ also a
timed automaton semanti s is given. Consequently, PLC-automata an be transformed
to timed automata and be veri ed with e.g. KRONOS [22℄. There is a tool available,
Moby/PLC [24℄.
With respe t to our lassi ation riteria the semanti s of PLC-automata expli itly
models s an y les. The use of timers is restri ted to the spe ial ase that ertain input
may be ignored for a spe i ed time. Of ourse, real-time behaviour an be analysed.
The variable types are Booleans.

 In [25℄ fragments of FB and SFC are re onstru ted and based on an operational se-

manti s. Time is in luded in the model. The semanti s is general enough to deal with
variable s an y le length, but in this thesis it is mostly is assumed that s an y les
are of xed time. The de nition of the semanti s provides also proof rules as worked
out in [6℄. Composition with an environment is not dis ussed.

 In [17℄ the authors model spe i ations and implementations in higher order logi

(HOL). Fun tion blo ks are modelled as relations on streams. A ording to the framework, there are no restri tions on data types. Time is treated impli itly; in an example
only the upper time bound for a s an y le was onsidered. In the logi al framework
ontroller and environment spe i ations are simply omposed by onjun tion. Proofs
are done with help of a theorem prover, the Isabelle/HOL system.

 In [5℄ programs of the language Ladder Diagrams are investigated. Variables may only

be Booleans. The programs are modelled as set onstraints. Only single program
exe utions (one s an) are onsidered. The main orre tness property that is he ked
is absen e of ra es. A ra e is a kind of unwanted history: as an assumption here, the
output of the program should only depend on input and status of timers and ounters.
Di erent outputs for same input at same status of timers and ounters is the de ned
in orre t behaviour. As a onsequen e, the model does not in lude real-time. There is
no model of the environment. Instead, input signals are hosen randomly for a nite
number of times, whi h does not model the omplete behaviour. The program analysis
is done by a general onstraint resolution engine.
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 Also in [21℄ PLC programs in relay ladder logi (another name for Ladder Diagrams)

are investigated. The model is a nite transition system. The Ladder Diagrams
are straightforwardly translated to Boolean assignments. The assignments de ne the
transitions between states that represent the values of the Boolean variables. Time is
only treated impli itly. The environment is not taken into a ount. Model he king is
done with help of the tool SMV [3℄.

 In [28℄ two ase studies are presented for hemi al pro esses. The PLC is programmed

with Ladder Diagrams. The programs are modelled as in [21℄. Additionally, also the
environment is modelled as nite state ma hine. Time is not treated (i.e. no real-time).
The omposition of environment model and ontroller model is in an alternating way:
when the ontroller has rea hed a stable state (i.e. the ontrol variables do not hange
any more), the environment may take a step, whi h may have onsequen es on the
ontrol variables et . Model he king is done with the tool SMV [3℄.

5 Con lusion
Our interest is analysis of PLC appli ations with formal methods. Doing this requires formal
models for PLC appli ations. There are already several ways of modelling introdu ed in the
literature. Trying to understand the di eren es between these models, and doing ase studies
in veri ation of PLC appli ations lead to a number of lassi ation riteria for models.
One goal of the lassi ation is to nd the most suitable model for a given appli ation. To
be more general, this an also mean di erent models for di erent levels of abstra tion of one
appli ation. An example here is some relatively \slow" plant that does not require pre ise
timing analysis in the range of millise onds for the task it has to do. However, in the plant
there may be a sensor that gives signals in intervals of a few millise onds, as e.g. a rotation
sensor that gives 16 di erent signals for one full rotation and that has to measure about 5
rotations per se ond. In this ase there are already 80 signals per se ond whi h results in
approximately 12ms per signal. The analysis of whether the sensor data are re eived and
pro essed by the program in the intended, orre t way, requires pre ise timing analysis. On
a more abstra t level the sensors then an be assumed to be interpreted by the program in
the orre t way.
In general, when trying to verify a PLC appli ation it may turn out that di erent models
have to be onsidered, possibly depending on the nature of the appli ation, the properties
to show, or on the size of the state spa e of the model. Here, we tried to provide riteria
that give arguments for the hoi e of the suitable models.
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Ed Brinksma, Eri Rutten, the olleagues of the VHS proje t, and Heinz Treseler for his
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